


The United States developed many color-coded war 

plans to deal with various military scenarios.  In this 

expansion we give the U.S. some additional options 

to engage in battle. 
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U.S. WAR PLANS 
A GLOBAL WAR 1936-1945 EXPANSION  

 

Introduction (v3.0) 
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Overview: War Plan Citron was the U.S. contingency plan 

to invade Brazil. 

Implementation: The U.S. may declare War Plan Citron if 

any nation in South America is Axis-controlled/Aligned.  The 

U.S. does not need to be at full income or pay any IPPs to 

implement this plan.  The U.S.A. may invade Brazil and 

conquer it. 

Aftermath: The U.S.A. must after this keep at least one infantry unit in each Brazilian land zone in 

order to get the IPP value of that zone and keep (1) destroyer in each of SZs 104 and 107 or it does 

not get any IPPs from any land zone in Brazil. 

SET CONTENTS ($9.95) 

4 German Partisans 

2 Japanese Partisans 

2 Russian Partisans 

2 U.S. Infantry & 3 Destroyers 

2 Chemical Weapon Markers 

4 Axis Control Territory Markers 

1 Airfield Marker 

WAR PLAN CITRON (SOUTH AMERICA) 
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Argentina and Chile: An invasion of Brazil by the USA forces Argentina and Chile to become 

German Controlled states (or German-Aligned if or as soon as the USA is at war with Germany).  

The German player may use these nations to attack U.S.-owned Brazil. 

Partisans (For use with HBG’s Partisan Expansion): The German player may roll a 

Partisan Generation roll for each Brazilian land zone each with a Partisan Generation roll of 11+ 

after US implements War Plan Citron. 

Overview: Because of the Azores location they 

make an ideal base for aircraft hunting U-boats 

operating in the Atlantic convoy routes.  The US 

planned to invade the islands to keep them out of 

German control. 

Implementation: If Portugal is neutral and the 

U.S. is at 20 IPP income or greater it may invade 

the Azores islands by paying 8 IPP to the bank.   

Portugal will not join the Axis or declare war on the 

USA because of this action. 

Significance: All fighters, tactical bombers, and 

medium bombers starting in the Azores (or continuing on CAP from there) have a patrol range of “2” 

and Axis aircraft have a +1 convoy raiding bonus if the Azores has an air base on it. 

WAR PLAN GREY (AZORES) 



Overview: The U.S. developed plans to invade 

Mexico in case the region became unstable due to 

the presence of anti-US elements. 

Implementation: The U.S. may invade Mexico 

if any Axis or Comintern Partisans are present in 

Mexico at any time.  If the USA invades Mexico the 

Axis may roll for Partisans each turn after at 11-12.  

The USA must maintain at least 1 infantry in 

Mexico at all times to get the IPPs and have 1 

destroyer in SZ 71 and SZ 70. 

Germany and USSR: May make a Partisan generation roll in Mexico for the cost of 2 IPP 

(Success: on 11-12 place a free German/Russian Partisan in Mexico) 

 

Overview: The US planned to invade Iceland to keep 

Germans from occupying it after the fall of Denmark.  These 

areas were needed to defend North Atlantic convoy routes 

and were important areas for predicting weather in the 

European theatre. 

 

Implementation: If a neutral Denmark is conquered 

by the Axis or Comintern the USA may declare Iceland 

and Greenland to be U.S. owned and may station troops 

and aircraft in either location as soon as they have at 

least one U.S. infantry present. 
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WAR PLAN GREEN (MEXICO) 

WAR PLAN INDIGO (ICELAND) 
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Overview: War Plan Yellow was an older plan, 

designed to provide relief to U.S. nationals in China in 

the event of an anti-U.S. uprising in the Shanghai 

International Settlement and the Beijing Legation 

Quarter. These areas were created under the “unequal” 

treaties forced on China and were hotbeds for anti-

western sentiment. The plan included the use of 

chemical weapons if necessary. 

Implementation: Each turn, until the U.S. and KMT 

are Aligned (i.e. at war with the same Major Power) the 

Japanese player may but not required to make a free Partisan Generation Roll in each of Nanking 

and Peking (Success: on 11-12 place a free Japanese Partisan). As soon as there are two or more 

Partisans in either zone the U.S. may implement War Plan Yellow. This has the following effects: 

(a) U.S. ships and aircraft may move into the Pacific and may freely move into Midway, 

Guam, Hawaii, and the Philippines. 

(b) U.S. may Attack and capture Peking and 

Nanking without being at war with the KMT. 

(c) U.S. and KMT troops may no longer share 

land zones for the rest of the game. 

(d) Japan may roll for Partisans in Peking and 

Nanking each turn. 

(e) The CCP gains +1 recruitment roll until at 

war with Japan. 

(f) If two Japanese Partisans are in the same zone they immediately form into a Militia and 

form a Japanese-controlled puppet state (i.e. place a Japanese roundel on that territory. 

 

EXPANSION COMPATIBILITY 

Chemical Weapons (Ordnance III): The USA may use chemical weapons to attack Partisans 

during War Plan Yellow. This qualifies as Clandestine Use as outlined in the rules for Chemical 

Weapons 

WAR PLAN YELLOW 
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Global War 1936-1945 - The Ultimate 

War Game  

Welcome to the Global War game family. Global War is 

a strategic level war game - one of the most heavily 

supported and expanded games on the market. Visit 

our website to see our full line of games, expansions, 

markers, units and other accessories.  
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